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Rent and Return  
Defektavdrag mobiltelefoner 

PRISLISTA FÖR DEFEKTAVDRAG MOBILTELEFONER per 20220101 

Gradering A A- B B- C D 
Avdrag 0 kr 500 kr 1500 kr 3000 kr 4000 kr Marknadspris* 

* Definieras under §16 i Hyresavtalets Allmänna villkor 

 

DEFINITION AV GRADERING FÖR FASTSTÄLLANDE AV DEFEKTAVDRAG (GRADERING A – D) 
(A) GOOD CONDITION  
• Overall in good condition. • Moderate wear, light scratches are permitted, but no cracks, indentations or deep scratches • 100% Functional device. 
Screen Surface scratches can only be seen at close inspection. All scratches are undetectable to touch and will not be visible while the screen is on. No 
pressure marks or pixel errors. 
Chassis Surface scratches can only be seen at close inspection. All scratches are undetectable to touch. Wear can be slightly worse on the back of the device 
at close inspection. 
Function Battery health is 80% or higher. Every hardware is fully functional. 

(A - )  OK CONDITION 
• It can be products that has scratches that can easily been seen without close inspection or have a minor dent. • Scratches become slightly detectable to 
touch. • Complete phone, including covers and battery. • 100% Functional device. 
Screen Light scratches are more visible on inspection and just about become detectable to touch. Can be visible while the screen is turned on. Minor traces of 
keyboard pressure mark can also appear. 
Chassis Light scratches are more visible on inspection. Small scratches become detectable to touch. Minor wear around the charger port and volume buttons 
permitted. 
Function Battery health is below 80%. Every hardware is fully functional. 

(B)   WORN CONDITION 
Units will have obvious signs of everyday use showing heavier wear. • Deep scratches are allowed on any area of the device. • Buttons will be functional but 
may require additional pressure to function. • Complete product • 100% Functional. 
Screen Scratches become easily detectable, when a fingernail is run across them it becomes evident there are deep engravings and will be easily seen while 
the screen is turned on. Discoloration and minor pressure marks can be visible. On computers a thin screen line is ok. 
Chassis Deep scratches, chips and gouges are allowed anywhere on the chassis. Worn paint in areas are permitted. Major discolouration on chassis is 
accepted. Computers can have a minor crack. Keyboard and buttons can be worn and missing. 
Function Battery health is in such poor condition so it shuts off if not connected to power. The hard drive or battery is missing or broken. 
Software lock Computers: BIOS locked with no trace of on previous owner. Smartphones and tablets: Operator locked. 

(B-)  POOR CONDITION 
Mixed cosmetic condition devices cracked glass and various faults to be expected. • The device powers on and will have all data erased. • LCD and touch 
screen still working. • The LCD may have minor discolouration (Light yellow patch across the top and sides) No orange or blue areas. • White spots and screen 
burn are acceptable if you still can use the product. • The LCD can have visible screen burn where symbols can be seen and made out, but not to the extent 
where the screen burn will compromise the true visual aspect of the device. • Major faults are ok but you can still use the product. 
Screen The glass is cracked but still working. Cracks can be in different sizes. 
Chassis Cracked but still working. Cracks can be in different sizes. Obvious bend to the chassis. 
Function Smarthone and tablets: Camera, sound or WiFi is damaged or not working. 
Software lock Computrace/LoJack. 

(C)  NOT WORKING CONDITION 
• Device does not power on. • Faulty or damaged LCD. • Touch screen not working. 
Screen LCD Faults/Damage, heavily damaged pixels, Cracked LCD, no picture. 
Chassis Totally cracked/smashed not working. 
Function Computers missing RAM-memory. 
Software lock Any software lock that leaves traces from previous owner leading to the product not being able to be used by anyone else. For example: 
iCloud, Google, DEP or MDM locked, Microsoft InTune.. The product still needs to be in good condition. 

(D)   RECYCLING 
• iCloud, Google, DEP or MDM locked. • Data erasure not possible. • Anonymize not possible. Products where all traces of the previous owner can not be 
removed will be destroyed and recycled. 
Software Any software lock that leaves traces from previous owner leading to the product not being able to be used by anyone else. For example: iCloud, 
Google, DEP or MDM locked, Microsoft InTune. The products is in a condition that can not be used for spare parts. 
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